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Hello and welcome to the AWP University.This is AWP 101: Fundamentals of AWPLet’s get Started
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This module consists of 9 Lessons designed to familiarize you with AWP:What Is AWPBegin with the End in MindBenefits of AWPAWP Value ScenariosPeople - Pillar of Support for AWPProcess - AWP Overlay on Projects Technology - App Integration for Construction andAlignment Across Phases and Stakeholders. 
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What is AWP
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Ok Let's jump inIn Lesson 1 we will explore the question – what is AWP?
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What is AWP? 

Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) is a project framework to divide project scope 
into manageable portions of work for planning and execution, in order to achieve 
improved productivity and increased predictability. AWP incorporates agile and 
lean construction methodologies - empowered through automation technology - to 
optimize capital project delivery across the entire asset lifecycle.  
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Presentation Notes
Let's look at the definition of advanced work packaging - or AWP. Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) is a project framework to divide project scope into manageable portions of work for planning and execution, in order to achieve improved productivity and increased predictability. AWP incorporates agile and lean construction methodologies - empowered through automation technology - to optimize capital project delivery across the entire asset lifecycle.  It's important to understand that AWP is can be applied across the entire project lifecycle - and not just the building packages for execution, -  but right from beginning to end, we need to be thinking information management and the technology, data exchanges, and how it will support developing more optimal project delivery and asset management solutions.  How does information and data transform the way we do business? How does it get transferred from the engineering group, all the way through to the individuals in the field with the tools in their hands?  AWP wants to track this - It is a framework for getting the right information, to the right people, at the right time, to enable better performance outcomes.Right down to the worker out in the field.
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Let’s explore what the “Advanced” in advanced work packaging actual means.
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First, Advanced means packages start to take shape earlier than they have been traditionally started for construction projects.
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Advanced is Earlier in the Project 

What is AWP? 
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Package development begins in the conceptual stages of a project with the formation of Construction Work Areas - or CWAs - which break the project into larger, logically grouped geographical boundaries. These CWAs are then divided into more discrete Construction Work Packages - or CWPs – during the project definition phase. CWP development begins during the Project Definition phase of execution.CWPs continue developing through detail design, where they take into consideration Turnover Package development and usually align to specific discipline scopes of work. Prior to,  and then during construction, each CWP is divided into Installation Work Packages, which represent how work will be executed on site by foremen and their personnel. This diagram is an excellent representation of the package development process for projects - and clearly depicts how advanced package development is when using AWP on a project. 
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Next, we explore how digital transformation impacts the advanced in AWP.
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First, what is digital transformation? Essentially, it is leveraging technologies to improve efficiencies related to an organization’s work process. What it is not, is the implementation of technology for technology’s sake. There is a separate process called digitalization, which is digitizing previously undigitized information. An example of digitization is scanning a document. Digitalization may be a necessary step to attain Digital Transformation, but they are fundamentally different. When an organization commits to Digital Transformation, they commit to the advancement of their business by leveraging technologies to improve productivity, quality, cost and/or safety. Considering the maturity of the construction industry today, Digital Transformation for AWP focusses on several things, including increased data management capabilities to drive package automation, project metrics, and the creation and use of digital IWPs. Every organization must create a plan for Digital Transformation that will be implemented on any given project.  
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Next, we will talk about Advancing AWP as an Industry Best Practice
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Advancing the Industry Best Practice

What is AWP? 
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AWP was developed, documented, and published as a joint effort between the Construction Industry Institute (CII) and the Construction Owners Association of Alberta (COAA, pronounced ‘Koa’). The seminal documents were published by CII as RT272. It is important to note that AWP was developed with the concept of advancing the best practice “baked in”. In other words, it is not meant to be a stagnant, academic collection of documents. The practice of AWP is continually advanced by practitioners who bring their experience in executing back to CII, COAA and other industry bodies - to enhance the practice by modifying or augmenting existing documentation to reflect changes in the industry or to simply correct things that may not work as planned in the documented practice. CII has recently released 3 new research papers on AWP, they can be found in the CII knowledge base as RT363, RT 364 and RT365
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Next, we’ll discuss briefly how the “advanced” in AWP means advancing your own Work Packaging Capability and ultimately improving productivity.Advancing your work packaging capability.This is  what you are here to learn:how to advance your work packaging capability. it's important that we continue to do better, it’s important that we continually improve as we're moving forward in our program evolution.
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AWP was founded on the concepts of continual improvement with a simple model of Plan, Do, Check and Act. The graphic depicted here is a great example of this simple concept for continuous improvement - where the challenge is depicted as an incline. We start with an implemented standard, in this case AWP. We plan using the standard,– i.e., execute the plan, check the results and then take any necessary action to correct the standard – thus, advancing our practice.  
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And finally, we’ll talk about advancing AWP by ensuring we are not Un-advanced in our work packaging. 
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AWP is Not Un-Advanced Work Packaging

McKinsey: Reinventing Construction: A Route to Higher Productivity

What is AWP? 
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Presentation Notes
The painful fact that has been documented and well publicized is that the Construction Industry has not been advancing at a rate that keeps pace with the total economy or other comparable industries. In some instances, it can be proven that construction has experienced decreases in productivity in the modern age. 
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AWP is Not Un-Advanced Work Packaging
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AWP was created to fix the productivity problem in the construction industry. In other words, not execute projects using “un-advanced” work packaging, - and not executing projects the way we have before - using methods that will produce the same lagging results. Un-advanced work packaging is arguably the single most corrosive practice in the construction industry, and the main contributor to our lagging productivity metrics. Un-advanced work packaging is not committing to “advancing” as described in the previous 4 examples. 
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So - what is the advanced in AWP? It is the 5 topics we just covered --- and then some. It is any activity on a project that advances the project itself and/or the industry as a whole.  
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So, - where did AWP come from? There are several views as to where it actually started, but let's focus on the research for the development of the AWP model. Early in the 2000s, about 2002 COAA (Construction Owners Association of Alberta) released the first workface planning model document. This first document around workface planning was the start of what we consider AWP today. Around the same time, - Fiatech was starting to develop information handover methodologies going in a similar direction. In 2006, CII sanctioned RT 272 and thus begun the development of the AWP model we know today. Shortly thereafter, - they partnered with COAA to further the development of the AWP model. As the model continued to evolve, it was declared a best practice by CII in 2015.
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How did AWP Develop?
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This timeline shows you how over the last 20 or more years we've been developing the AWP methodologies and what the source for the methodology is. Back in the 90s, 3D color-coding of models became popular ,and this paved the way for the introduction of more 4D concepts on construction programs - - 4D being the 3D model with time added as a component. This started to give way to further planning activities within the 3D environment, and allowing for groups to start to experiment with planning and developing these methods of work package development. The Syncrude UE-1 project was a prime example of one of the first to do this.  In 1996 through into the 2000s that project took several lean planning concepts such as last planner - and extended it to work best with industrial construction methodologies. The lessons learned from this project became the foundation for the first COAA WorkFace Planning model, published in 2001.In that time period several tools were being developed that started to fill the gaps of work package development and production, and as they started to mature, - so did the AWP methodology. The year 2009 saw the first AWP workface planning conference as well as the first iteration of RT 272 - the development of the initial AWP model furthering the workface planning methodologies. In 2011 COAA and CII joined forces to further the RT 272 research, which was the continuation of the AWP model development. In 2013 CII launched the RT 319 research group which was intent on gathering case studies to identify if the AWP methodology was working. What was identified at that time was not only that it was working, -  but it was working so well CII declared AWP an industry best practice. In the time period since, the declaration of the best practice the AWP model has been continually evolving within CII through the community business advancement and through many working hard to evolve it in the industry. AWP may have got it starts in the Gulf Coast region and the Canadian oil sands, but - AWP is now a worldwide implemented phenomenon that has been developing over the last 20 years.
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Where has WFP/AWP been implemented?
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As you can see by this world map, AWP has been implemented across the world - from the North slope of Alaska to the natural gas fields of Australia. This continues to expand and populate as more people realize the benefits of advanced work packaging for their projects.
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The Promise of a Better Result
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And of course, as the industry evolves, the benefit of AWP is the promise of a better result.Advanced Work Packaging is an evolution of the way things should happen in the field.Of course it doesn't replace everything that's been occurring in the past, the way that we've been planning activities.AWP is a streamlining of the way that we've been doing things for many years, into a logical, staged, visual methodology. We have fixed the broken areas and improved the canon around the best practices, and the best planning techniques for field execution.AWP is the evolution of construction execution.
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And the best news is that the promise has been documented – It is proven.  Productivity increases, costs decrease, and safety improves when AWP is implemented on projects.And we have the numbers, such asA 25% increase in productivity,10% decrease in cost,And Safety numbers improving by 30%These are average numbers that we've seen in the industry. There are actually some outliers that have seen massive increases in the amount of productivity, and massive decreases in the cost, where millions and millions of dollars have been saved through the implementations of AWP.Safety incidents have decreased. Let’s focus on that for a moment. Better planned projects are simply safer projects.This is well documented within many different research groups, most notably RT252 from CII. We have found in general that those projects that bring in AWP have a total recordable incident rate 30% less in the total recordable incident rate or TRIR than those projects that are not using AWP!That is a considerable number, when you're talking about a 0.1 reduction being a massive change to safety presently on many projects!We're not just talking productivity gains, we're not just talking lower costs, we arere also talking about safety for our people and reduction of a project’s TRIR. These three indicators of success are why the AWP is proven to be a construction best practice.
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Further to that, the documentation is available! These three volumes produced by CII in RT272 are an excellent starting place:Volume 1: Recommended Process, Volume 2: Implementation Guideline and Volume 3: Case Studies and Expert Interviews.
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RT319 - Proving This Stuff Works!
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For further reading, RT319 is available: Transforming the Industry: Making the Case for AWP as a Standard (Best) Practice. RT-319 was chartered to make the case for Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) as a CII Best Practice, to extend and validate the findings of RT-272 Advanced Work Packaging. AWP is a disciplined approach to project planning and execution to increase project performance and predictability. This document validates the benefits of AWP, while considering AWP maturity within an organization as an industry.Research is continually evolving, and new research teams have also recently posted new findings in RT363, RT364 and RT365
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As a result of the efforts of RT-319, Advanced Work Packaging was promoted as a CII Best Practice in November 2015.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright - now it's time for the first quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number one.Good luck, see you back here soon.



Lesson #2

Begin with the end in mind
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In Lesson 2, we will explore what it means to begin with end in mind using AWP.
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So, from an AWP perspective – what does it mean to begin with the end in mind? This diagram is a simplified representation of what it means to know, at any given stage of the project - how the work is actually going to be executed.  Key isd understanding your package relationships (including how engineering and procurement deliverables relate to them), - and developing all packages to support the known ends. Another way of stating this is to not only develop a path of construction (PoC),-  but also ensure that all project activities, all other paths, -  converge and are managed to support the PoC. It is important to realize this is an iterative process. It is not set in stone early in the project. It is sketched and refined, - as our all packages, through the project execution as new information regarding the project is realized. One of the major activities related to beginning - with the end in mind -  is documenting and then resolving constraints across all package types, to ensure that when an IWP is issued, it is 100% ready to be executed by personnel on site. 
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Operations start-up strategy & timelines should be identified early in the 
project concept phase, in order to influence the ‘completion need’ dates 
for the “Path of Construction”.   As the project progresses, the “start-up 
and commissioning systems and sub-systems” should be demarked on 
Smart P&IDs in order to digitally encode the system attributes into the 
engineering datasets and deliverables.

Begin with the End in Mind
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Operations start-up strategy & timelines should be identified early in the project concept phase, in order to influence the ‘completion need’ dates for the “Path of Construction”.   As the project progresses, the “start-up and commissioning systems and sub-systems” should be demarked on Smart P&IDs in order to digitally encode the system attributes into the engineering datasets and deliverables.If we're beginning with the end in mind, we must look at the systems first, which may seem counterintuitive if you remember that AWP begins in the early stages of a project.It does, and you’re likely not going to have all systems in place in the early parts of the project, this is true.Prior to the systems being in place, we’re planning and handling clerical set-up work for the physical department, and ensuring that the project is shaped to be most efficient in AWP,we are establishing how these items like systems are supposed to be scoped,  and released,we start influencing how those systems would be compiled, how the systems would be released, and what it is that the owner or the client is actually looking for in a release schedule for system Startup.When we start looking at the systems and when they are to be released and when the owners wants them started up and turned over,  that's going to give us an idea of what exactly we're trying to achieve, and our goal that we have to configure all else around to achieve.
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A construction project is first divided into major project areas within a 
site plan where multiple disciplines will need to coordinate work 
activities.  Note that the CWAs are ‘work areas’, and may or may not 
be a one-to-one match with defined areas in the operating plant.   
Rather the CWAs should defined by both physical - and logical -
boundaries that established by the project execution plan to capture 
related divisions of project scope.

Begin with the End in Mind
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Let's look at construction work areas.A construction project is first divided into major project areas within a site plan where multiple disciplines will need to coordinate work activities.  Note that the CWAs are ‘work areas’, and may or may not be a one-to-one match with defined areas in the operating plant.   Rather the CWAs should be defined by both physical - and logical - boundaries that are established by the project execution plan to capture related divisions of project scope.These CWAs are the least likely to change on a project once defined, and should be developed in a manner where everyone on the project can easily discern their logical division.We break up the Plot Plan into these construction work areas as geographical areas, there are boxes on that plot plan to identify the different grouping that we will sub-set data and schedule by. All trades except for Electrical & Instrumentation  will follow these CWA geographical identifications. 9o00E&I for the most part tries to follow the basis of the typical CWAs, but consider a cable pull in a tray, it may cover 3-4 CWAs, it can not be split at CWA boundaries and thus special identification for some E&I CWAs are required.
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CWP = Construction Work Packages

A CWA is further divided by disciplines (i.e. pipe, steel, equipment, etc … ) and 
major ‘types’ of work a activities (install, test, paint, insulate, etc …) into CWPs, 
such that the work can be sequenced into an optimized production flow for the 
fabrication and build-out of the project.   The CWPs should correspond to 
activities in the the Master Project Schedule. 

Begin with the End in Mind
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A CWA is further divided by disciplines (i.e. pipe, steel, equipment, etc … ) and major ‘types’ of work and activities (install, test, paint, insulate, etc …) into CWPs, - such that the work can be sequenced into an optimized production flow for the fabrication and build-out of the project.   The CWPs should correspond to activities in the Master Project Schedule. We now take the smaller geographical areas (CWAs) and we break them down into what is called construction work packages or CWP’s. A little about the “construction work package” or CWP, the first thing we need to consider is that a CWP is discipline specific, or a single discipline for a set duration of time, A CWP is a subset of a construction work, while a CWA is not discipline specific, We are going to take that construction work area, and we're going to break it down into, as the picture depicts here, just the piping for that construction work area, or just the E&I for that work area,or just the vessels, the mechanical for that work area,Or just the steel, etcWe're starting to break it down by discipline,.Maybe there so much steel in one area that we need to break it into multiple CWP’swe will break an area into what ever seems reasonable for that CWP to be executed, and to make sense as a Level 3 schedule activity,Let’s talk about schedule levels for the purpose of all getting on the same page. Project and organizations vary but generally these are the standards.Level 1 schedule is very simple and will cover the entire project with little detail such as “Inside battery limit or ISBL start finish and outside battery limits or OSBL start finish, Level 2 is by identified construction work area Level 3 is typically on a 1 to 1  activity to construction work package Level 4 would be the IWPs but we typically don’t have them in the schedule or at least not with logic in the schedule, We’ll go into more detail on this point in advanced modules.Level 3 schedule activity is typically the lowest level of planning within an overall project schedule,so we have to go to level four or five, much lower levels substantially for the purposes of AWP. But these are typically managed outside of the P6 schedule. x
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Engineering Deliverables for a CWP
The engineering component of work aligned with a related CWP, that 
forms the necessary and sufficient set of Engineering Deliverables 
(specifications, drawings, etc …) to enable the work to be executed in 
its entirety for the CWP. 

Begin with the End in Mind
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So what are the Engineering Deliverables for a CWP? The engineering component of work aligned with related CWP - forms the necessary and sufficient set of Engineering Deliverables (specifications, drawings, etc …) to enable the work to be executed in its entirety for the CWP. Some organizations refer to a collection of engineering deliverables as Engineering Work Packages, or EWPs, and the schedule for Engineering should represent these EWPs and be driven by the integrated planning sessions identifying the Path of Engineering, or PoE. EWPs would have direct relationship to CWPs, often one EWP to one CWP, as identified by the AWP Best Practice. However, the truth is it is rarely the case, and the mapping of EWPs to CWPs is a web of logic that requires clear planning and tracking to ensure that the requirement of EWPs to satisfy the execution of CWPs is an integrated schedule between Construction and Engineering, complete with Vendor data influences. What is important is that the relationship between the necessary Engineering deliverables to complete and execute a CWP - are understood, documented, and can be tracked and constraints identified. For more on this, relationship, see AWP305 - Engineering Alignment with CWPs
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The materials requirements related to a CWP, that needs to come 
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materials may be aggregated across an entire project and procured by 
commodity types, effective deployment of AWP allows the materials to 
be analyzed per CWP based upon priority need dates and quantities.
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Now that we have all the engineering information that has thus been tied to those construction work packages, in what we call the EWP and scheduled by means of the PoE or path of Engineering,let's review for a moment,We have Level 3 schedule activities based on the construction work package,We have a good date set for that based on engineering deliverables And now we can look at long lead items, and procured items, to further refine that scheduleLooking at the long leads  as an example scenario;A project’s 6 inch carbon steel valves have gone long lead, with a 1y procurement cycle. Since the 6” carbon steel valve is the most common valve used on industrial projects, everybody wants a lot of them, and the valve is now long lead.That will affect of course our ability to execute every  work package that contains those valves, and if this were a real example, there would be a lot of them.We would have to modify the schedule to take into account the impact on scthose work packages, and modify the plan as needed.Procurement Deliverables for a CWP are the material requirements related to a CWP needed to execute work at the job site - in the right amount at the right time – and can be aggregated across an entire project and procured by commodity types.Effective deployment of AWP allows the materials to be analyzed per CWP, based upon priority need dates and quantities. Similar to Engineering deliverables, some organizations develop Procurement Work Packages, or PWPs, that related directly to CWPs – often in a 1 PWP to many CWP scenario. Again, what is important is that the relationship between the materials necessary to complete and execute a CWP are understood, documented, and can be tracked, and constraints identified. Once we've got that level 3 schedule planned and constrained by materials, by procurement, and by systems, and we've got a good project breakdown associated with all of those items, then we will need to consider the next constraint, which is looking at turnover.
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As engineering progresses, specific Turnover Packages (TOP) 
required for system startup - typically extending across CWAs - should 
be identified and scoped early by the Commissioning team. The TOPs 
will later aggregate all required inspection and test documentation, 
along with other information deliverables required for successful 
startup & operations of the plant.  Early identification of asset lists in 
TOPs greatly facilitates transition from installation by area to testing 
and turnover by systems later in the project.  
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The Turnover package or TOP As engineering progresses, the specific Turnover Packages (TOPs) required for system startup - typically extending across CWAs - should be identified and scoped early by the Commissioning team. The TOPs will later aggregate all required inspection and test documentation, along with other information deliverables required for successful startup & operations of the plant.  Early identification of asset lists in TOPs greatly facilitates transition from installation by area, to testing and turnover by systems later in the project.  Let’s look at when items in the facility need to be turned over,  and what the first process requirements are, what is going to be turned on 1st?what systems are affected where? are there critical systems that need to be implemented 1st?if you're at a brownfield site, meaning you're working in or adding to an operating facility such as a maintenance and shutdown type work,where you're coming into an existing facility to do are revamp on a large area,you're going to have a little different and heavily stepped turnover requirements based on the existing plant, based on the process plan, and those may be tied to shutdown activities.You may only be able to execute your construction during shutdown times,so understanding when you're going to be turning things over,when the client requires these items to be turned over,what the constraints are within those turnoversAnd why those dates are set,is extremely important in order to realistically refine the schedule and planning process.Now that we have engineering deliverables mapped,materials mapped,And We know when the client wants them turned over,we should now have a prettywell refined Level 3 schedule that's telling us when items need to be executed  and how they are constrained. we can now start to think about the smaller executable portions of work scope, and how we're going to break down the CWPs for execution.
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Installation Work Packages
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IWP = Installation Work Package
CWPs are further divided into manageable Installation Work Packages 
(IWPs) to be delivered constraint-free to the crews and executed stop 
to finish without delay.  The size, scope and sequence of IWPs should 
be determined initially by what makes for an optimal production flow of 
work to fit within a short range lookahead schedule (typically comprising 
work for a crew over a one to two weeks period), and later adjusted to 
be exactly what the crews are able to do when issued to the field for 
execution.

Begin with the End in Mind

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CWPs are further divided into manageable Installation Work Packages (IWPs) to be delivered constraint-free to the crews, and executed stop to finish without delay.  The size, scope and sequence of IWPs should be determined initially by what makes for an optimal production flow of work to fit within a short range lookahead schedule (typically comprising work for a crew over a one to two weeks period), - and later adjusted to be exactly what the crews are able to do when issued to the field for execution.And this is where rubber meets the road - regarding beginning with the end in mind. If you have developed your packages in a manner where the relationships are fully understood  - and constraints can be managed so that IWPs are issued 100% constraint free – you have done it! You now have a plan to execute and meet the client requirements.So, we take those CWP‘s and we break them into IWPs which is an installation work package, and this is where we actually execute the work.The installation work packages are built for the sole purpose of getting all the information that's required including, engineering, procurement, turn over, any other safety associated data that would affect a particular work package, all in one place with a plan out to the trades people in the field to enable them to execute said IWP in a safe, efficient and effective manner.now a lot of literature that you read will say that IWPs should be 500 to 1000 hours as your average size for an IWP,Well, that's true, for the typical average size, but IWP sizing is all dependent on what makes sense to a scope of work, and is influenced by the following;project shift schedule, using the number of consecutive days a crew works is a parameter to consider when sizing. Try to eliminate overlapping the crew days off.The tasks to be completed, what is the content and can and should these tasks be grouped togetherability to complete work without stop, QA hold points and others should be after completion of scope not included in scope.Work front access if it is not possible to access the area for 5 straight days then the scope should be broken down smaller.Location of tasks, all tasks should be located close to each other requiring little or no crew movementRepetition of work, often highly repetitive scope packages may be larger as tasks are all the same basic execution.A IWP scope should not have a requirement to relocate, scope should be executable without movementAvailable Materials and access to enough laydown for materials. If there is not enough area to stage materials for the work package then consider multiple work packages unless a delivery schedule is achievable. Requirement of access management, if a package requires the building of a scaffold during execution or the modification or teardown during, then a break in the scope of a IWP should be considered.Sizing an IWP is about what makes sense for a single crew to execute in a continuous set duration of time. Construction knowledge is key to right sizing IWPs. Never, NEVER scope an IWP just by the number of hours. Limit hours to manageable sizes but don’t use number of hours as a cookie cutter.
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Mechanical Completion Packages

Orderly completion of IWPs trigger efficient execution of Inspection Test 
Procedures (ITPs) and well-defined piping Pressure Test Packages 
(PTPs), which will “roll-up” into digital Mechanical Completion (MCPs) 
for handover from Construction to the Commissioning team.  MCPs 
should correlate highly with the Turnover Packages to operations being 
defined and executed by the Commissioning team.

Mechanical Completion 
Packages

Begin with the End in Mind

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mechanical Completion Packagesthe orderly completion of IWPs trigger efficient execution of Inspection Test Procedures (ITPs) and well-defined piping Pressure Test Packages (PTPs), which will “roll-up” into digital Mechanical Completion (MCPs) for handover from Construction to the Commissioning team.  MCPs should correlate highly with the Turnover Packages to operations being defined and executed by the Commissioning team.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright - now it's time for the second quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number two.Good luck, see you back here soon.



Lesson #3

Benefits of AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Lesson 3, we examine the documented benefits of using AWP on projects.
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1 - Activity Analysis: Total Activity Percentages - CII, Craft Productivity, IR 252-2A (2010)

Future State Current State 1

The Benefits of AWP - Productivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
.So let's talk. About a few benefits for AWP. So why do we implement AWP methodologies? We've talked about the obvious, we implement AWP because it's going to save us time and money, but let's look at what that really means.This chart is to illustrate present and future state. This is a standard implementation versus an implementation utilizing AWP. This information came from a study that was done by CII..What we saw in tool time studies, in the field, because remember everything that we're doing is about getting information to the field and driving construction productivity, maybe you’re a Project Manager and you never go to the field. Maybe an engineering manager and you're never going to go to the field. But It is still all about supporting the field.Everything that everyone does on a project is going to affect the profitability and the executable work in the field.Tool Time is a great metric for identifying the effectiveness of your AWP program. Now, there may be other outside problems that are causing delays, but let's look at. In the current state view, tool time is coming in around 37% on a standard project.With an AWP implementation, we’re working to improve that tool time number by 10% to about 46%-47%. What we can see here, Is that at 37% tool time, One of the large things that's causing this number to be low is wait time. Wait times are really big deal in killing productivity.By preparing and clearing constraints on the work packages and getting the IWPs out to the field, crews aren't having to do planning 100% themselves.The materials have already been bagged and tagged before the crew is ready to execute. All the information is readily at hand.With AWP we try diligently to remove as many constraints as possible before the crew receives the package in the field.So that the people in the field don't have anything to do except execute the work. That's the whole goal. Increasing tool time in the field and minimizing the wait time,  whether they're waiting for materials. They're waiting for information or any other items required to execute is the whole purpose of AWP.They'll be increasing the tool time by less wait time.Crew movement today using AWP is a much, much lower number because we typically plan for a crew in a specific construction area.In AWP methodologies that's important to note, as it's area driven construction methodologies, meaning you are executing based on area-driven considerations. This helps minimize the crews movement, you want them to stick and stay in one area and be able to actually complete the work before moving on.With AWP, productivity improvements are the ultimate goa.l and based on this data the average project using AWP can expect a 10% increase in productivity, saving the project large amounts of time and money.
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1 - Construction Industry Institute - RT 272, Volume III, 2013

The Benefits of AWP - Catalog of Benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let's look at a few typical benefits. Improved Project Party alignment and CollaborationProject data stored in one location and site paperwork reducedIssues identified during planning – increased quality and reduced reworkImproved project predictability – Cost and ScheduleImproved Safety awareness and performanceDrives planning and accountabilitySupervisors spend more time supervisingDecreased supervisor and Craft turnoverImproved labor ProductivityIncreased reporting accuracyEnhanced TurnoverImproved client satisfaction.AWP is basically all about aligning yourselves together with the multiple Department. AWP is all about interaction between the different silos.In order to improve multiple different areas of productivity as you move forwardSo whether it's decreasing the requirements for a supervisor,decreasing the craft turnover, or it's just improving the labor productivity itself, AWP is a proven solution to improve in all of these ways.
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Reference 1 - Validating Advanced Work Packaging as a Best Practice - A Game Changer RT 319, CII Annual Conference, July 2015
Reference 2 - Advanced Work Packaging, CII, CURT Productivity Workshop, November 2015

The Benefits of AWP - Best Practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Something to understand with AWP is that there is a maturity curve. When we start charting benefits and the return on investment or ROI of AWP, we need to consider the maturity model. This is a basic maturity model that you would use to grade your projects to identify where you are in the maturity stage,And  to identify what kind of benefits you should be receiving 1 two and three are the basic numbers for the maturity stages. This is a CII model, so you can read further about this in CII literature also. But the ultimate goal is of course to get to stage 3.Let’s talk about the basics of what those levels are. Level one is basically that we're trying it on one project. It's our first go around. We're giving it a try.We're starting to move towards AWP methodologies.In stage #2 you are looking at AWP effectiveness. Now we've done a few projects. We're kind of spreading it across our portfolio a little bit. We have a lot more trained people in house. AWP is really starting to take hold within the way we do things. Then when you get to Level 3 of maturity, and start getting those 25% improvement on time on tools, or you're starting to get a 10% below TIC type of return on investment                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          As you track your productivity, it's important to track it against these maturity stages, so you understand that moving on those percentages of improvement can be charted based on the process as you learn more about AWP. 
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Reference - Validating Advanced Work Packaging as a Best Practice - A Game Changer 
RT 319, Construction Industry Institute, 2015 CII Annual Conference 

The Benefits of AWP - Maturity Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CII documented in RT 319 that there is a direct correlation between increased project performance and an increase in AWP maturity in execution. These findings were based on actual project data accumulated by companies implementing AWP.
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The Benefits of AWP - ROI Calculator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When starting an AWP journey (or even a seasoned practitioner advancing current practice), the organization will want to know that there will be a return on the investment they are about to make.  To do this properly, a business value analysis should be conducted with the following recommended steps:[Emphasize Current State Analysis] First, the organization (through a special purpose steering committee or task force) must perform a thorough and objective analysis of its current state (AS-IS) AWP Capability measured against a set of recognized AWP best practices[Emphasize Future State Goals] Next, the organization needs to determine what AWP capability goals they strive to achieve (usually against the same set of AWP best practices)[Emphasize Staged Approach] From there, it is important to recognize that an organization does not gain an AWP competency overnight.  AWP adoption is a change management initiative that requires a “transformation” perspective.  A gap analysis between current and future state goals needs to be performed.  A plan on developing a staged approach, to address this gap, will take place over several “1-year horizons” (typically three years).  The stages need to be defined with value drivers aligned across functional groups.[Emphasize Solution Priorities] Following the staged approach, the team needs determine the solutions they need to put in place and prioritize them.  These solutions typically address AWP Implementation options that address People, Process, Technology, and “Culture” factors to ensure desired outcomes are attained.  This will include identifying pain points, key success factors, and target solutions options.  Finally, prioritizing solution sets must happen to identify what capabilities are most important to achieve versus least important.[Emphasize Road Map & Timeline] Following the agreed and prioritized set of desired solutions and capabilities, the team needs to develop a proposed implementation plan and timeline.[Emphasize Benefits & Costs] Following the roadmap & timeline, the team will need to evaluate the expected benefits and costs.  If they are acceptable, the ROI summary can be produced.  If any require adjustment the team will either need to adjust the implementation plan (Road Map & Timeline), or go back to the Solution Priorities and redefine and / or re-prioritize.[Emphasize ROI Summary] The ROI summary can now be provided to leadership
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The Benefits of AWP - ROI Calculator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This “rose” image represents an overview of an implementation plan over a three-horizon period.It contains examples of key AWP capabilities reflecting the outcome of a business value analysis and during which horizon components of the implementation plan would be rigorously pursued.  Key AWP focus areas include:Leadership engagement – proactive involvement is a prerequisite if we seek successful outcomesAWP role coverage – New roles and responsibilities will be requiredAWP training & coaching – a critical component to onboard people and organizationsCross functional alignment – achieving higher levels of collaboration and interactionsSupply chain & contracts – critical partners to successSolution sets – well defined and achievable AWP specific solutions Process adoption – Oversight and monitoring with effective supportAWP Procedures – A must for sureAWP Automation tools – technology plays a major role if driving better more optimal decisions and achieving higher productivityApplication Integration / Data exchanges – Integrating disparate systems and data sources is a key enablerAnd Success Measurement & Control. – trust but verify, set goals and KPIs and oversight programs to validate success and continuous improvement
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Total Income / Savings $150,633,931
Total Costs / Investment $21,346,635
Net Income / Savings $129,287,296

ROI (Return on Investment) 605.66%

NPV (Net Present Value) $94,142,498
at a discount rate of: 12.0%
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The Benefits of AWP - ROI Calculator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The outputs from the Business Value Analysis will enable the team to perform an ROI, and provide summary level information to confirm the needed level of return to justify the investment in AWP.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright - now it's time for the third quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number three.Good luck, see you back here soon.



Lesson #4

AWP Value Scenarios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, let’s consider AWP value scenarios.
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AWP Value 
Scenarios 2

34

1

Report It

Check It Pack It

Track It

Advanced Work Packaging is not an ‘All or Nothing’ project methodology. 
Choosing where to place focus on the solution guides the scale-up to success.

AWP Value Scenarios
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AWP Value 
Scenarios
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2

4

Increase productivity by stopping bad work from going to the field.  
Institute more rigorous construction readiness checks, both at a CWP 

level (CM team) as well as at an IWP level (field crews).   

It’s time to eliminate 
the chronic issue with 
construction crews 
waiting for engineering 
drawings & materials. 

AWP Value Scenarios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, we are going to discuss the term “check it”. What are we really referring to in the term, “check it”?  It’s time to eliminate the chronic issues with construction crews waiting for engineering drawings and materials.  We’re going to increase productivity by stopping bad work from going to the field, and institute more rigorous construction readiness checks, both at a CWP level (construction management team) as well as at an IWP level (field crews)
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1Check It
It’s time to eliminate 
the chronic issue with 
construction crews 
waiting for engineering 
drawings & materials. 

• Make engineering status and other pre-requisite 
work visible against CWPs.  Gate CWPs 
accordingly.

• Support early forecasting of project viability based 
on procurement estimated delivery dates - then 
adjust & expedite!

• Support detailed constraint identification & removal 
on CWPs and IWPs.

• Support trial allocation, reservation & material Issue 
by Installation Work Package (IWP).

AWP Value Scenarios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a literal sense, we make engineering status and other pre-requisite work more visible against CWP readiness requirements.  Releasing CWPs through “readiness” gatewaysWe need to ensure that as we create more transparency and visibility, we can see various production factors that affect performance. Clearl isualizations contribute to better decisions, and support early forecasting.  Within the AWP methodology, we need to ensure that we can get that product and project visibility, based on important items such as engineering status, procurement status, material delivery status, and make other pre-requisite work visible against CWPs.We need to “gate” CWPs accordingly.  This means establishing readiness criteria that enables a team to properly release CWPs to Construction.From a material delivery perspective, this process supports early forecasting of project viability based on procurement estimated delivery dates, where we can adjust and expedite as necessary to support CWP execution.When we say “check it,” one of the critical take away is that the constraints identification and removal affecting CWPS and IWP Constraintsare  tied to those two package types and groupings of these packages.Supporting detailed constraint identification and removal on CWPs and IWP is one of the most important components of a solid AWP Progra.We have been building packages in multiple different organizations since the pyramids were constructed when you consider . We typically conduct methodologies around constraint identification and removal in all construction projects to some degree.The difference is, with AWP, we identify and start removing constraints early, prior to required issuance of those packages. This a key concept of AWP that need to understand: We don’t work in silos and just send stuff to the field that cannot be properly executed as planned. To ensure materials are delivered to the crews in the field to meet those required start and completion dates at the IWP level, AWP puts in place a system to support trial allocation, reservation, and material issuance by IWP.  Getting this readiness information to the superintendents, general foremen, or executing contractors provides them with the confidence that their crews will attain higher levels of productivity.Trial allocations ensure materials are available on site or reliably enroute to support package executionMaterial reservations ensure specific package materials are identified and reserved for collection to support the execution of a work packageMaterial issue is the “bagging and tagging” of all required IWP materials and issuance to the crews for final installation
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AWP Value 
Scenarios 2
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Report It

Check It Pack It

Track It

It’s not if you package your deliverables to the field, it’s how you 
package them … 

AWP Value Scenarios
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Pack It

34

1
AWP Value 
Scenarios 2

It’s time to rethink 
how we package work 
for the field.

Significantly reduce time to develop work packages by leveraging 
‘smart’ engineering data, eliminate manual take-offs, design efficient 

construction execution strategies, and empower construction with easier 
access to information.

AWP Value Scenarios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's look at pack it.We can Significantly reduce time to develop work packages by leveraging ‘smart’ engineering data, eeiminating manual take-offs, design efficient construction execution strategies, and empowering construction with easier access to informationIt is time to rethink how we package work How do we develop those packages? How do we reduce the time it takes to develop those packages? How do we start doing things a little smarter with smarter engineering data?How do we eliminate manual take off and define efficient construction execution strategies.?How do we really make our packages as efficiently as possible? 
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Pack It2

It’s time to rethink 
how we package work 
for the field.

• Increasingly enable simple ‘point-and-click’ 
methods to scope work packages for field 
crews.

• Streamline assembly of engineering data, 
drawings and specifications into CWPs & 
IWPs.

• Allow simple & intuitive access to work 
package scope - and other information - on 
demand in the field.

• Stage materials to site crews by IWPs, and 
increasingly move towards to delivery to site 
by IWPs.

AWP Value Scenarios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re working to increasingly enable simple point and click methods to scope work packages for field crews. As you bring technologies in, as you bring in scopes of work from packages and they get sent to the field and crews, we want those users to be able to quite easily point and click with those types of work processes. Make it as easy as possible.Streamline assembly of engineering data, drawings and specifications into CWPs & IWPs.So, when we talk about packaging, we are taking about taking engineering, data and a few other items, and putting them together into a grouping that makes sense and calling it a package. We need to streamline that engineering data, and the process of getting that information and specifications from them.Allow simple & intuitive access to work package scope - and other information - on demand in the fieldWe’re ensuring that personnel has access to the next packages that are coming, and that they are able to identify what is the next, and what the constraints around possible packages that are delayed are.Stage materials to site crews by IWPs, and increasingly move towards to delivery to site by IWPs.We are going to talk about begging and tagging of materials, and when we say begging and tagging, based on the package, when we pack it, we include materials in that.So that when we go to execute, the material sends, or has already been sent, to the field location as requested, based on our plan. 
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AWP Value 
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34
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Report It

Check It Pack It

Track It

Leveraging your ‘smart’ data from engineering to track the details 
empowers visibility into your projects.

AWP Value Scenarios
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Track It

It’s time to obliterate 
the non-sense of not 
knowing more 
precisely the cost-to-
complete a project.

Increase visibility & transparency on work completion by tracking details 
already available in your data.  Facilitate project-wide optimization by 

prioritizing activities across phases & stakeholders when needed.

AWP Value Scenarios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s look at track it. We can Increase visibility & transparency on work completion by tracking details already available in your data.  Facilitate project-wide optimization by prioritizing activities across phases & stakeholders when needed.We need to track everything that we do. That is obvious. If we go off on a tangent where we continue to build and develop new materials, and build the work packages, and build the project itself ,without proper tracking of what is actually happening, it can be a problem.Tracking is the best way to ensure that everybody knows where they are in the project, and what you're going to be executing in the next phases. It gives us visibility into the project. AWP will give us the predictability based on that visibility. 
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3

Track It

It’s time to obliterate 
the non-sense of not 
knowing more 
precisely the cost-to-
complete a project.

• Get ‘progress for free’ by auto-generating 
work steps with labor hours into scorecards 
for IWPs.

• Drive close-out of work by IWP, addressing 
the tendency to leave the detailed work 
behind.

• Enable detection of work misalignment across 
project phases by tracking dependencies at a 
component level.

• Support quantification of field labor hours 
associated with engineering revisions and 
change orders.

AWP Value Scenarios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get ‘progress for free’ by auto-generating work steps with labor hours into scorecards for IWPs: Moving forward, we need to track such things as labor hours and scorecards for the IWP’s, and ensure that we drive closeout of the IWP addressing the tendency to leave the detailed work behind.If we don't close IWPs we will lose control of the work, and we can't track and we don't know that the work was not actually executed. It's extremely important that we track against that and enable the detection of work misaligned across project phases by tracking dependencies at a component level.We need to ensure that when we send a package out to be done. , that not only are  constraints for that package clear, but we’ve taken into consideration if it is going to affect other work. Is it going to delay other work? Is it going to be in the way of other work?by tracking and understanding what's happening in what position, we will be able to identify that.By tracking, we support quantification of field labor hours associated with engineering revisions and change orders.We are not just tracking it, but recording that tracking, so that as we go through the exercises of continuing to maintain what's in the field, we continue to evolve such things as our page and nations type data, our estimating data.This is a problem for many projects that first implement AWP. You need to continue to track to scope and identify what your time savings are, not just to report a win for that particular project, but also to start to historically affect what your labor norms are. Tracking robustly and accurately vastly increases your ability to estimate your next project efficiently.And how well you can do that, depends on how well you track the previous projects.Too many times a company will implement AWP, and what happens is they end up saying, OK? Well AWP is supposed to increase productivity by by 25%, and I'm going to save 10% on the total installed cost. So because of that I'm, going to reduce my project budget and my project schedule by those numbers, and that should be my new target. Well, it's not quite that easy. Remember the maturity chart we discussed in the last lesson? It clearly shows you where you're going to start to see those benefits.And if you don't track it, you don't know where you are and you don't know what your expectations are going to be for estimating in the future. We simply do not expect full results during the first implementation. And if it's our 3rd or 4th implementation, we certainly don't expect beginner results. Tracking it will give us that visibility.
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Report It

Check It Pack It

Track It

There are a significant number of ways to leverage the data integration 
brought forth through AWP!

AWP Value Scenarios
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Decrease risk of cost & schedule overruns by getting accurate & timely 
data-driven reports to the project management team, enabling a level of 

visibility and pro-active control not available on projects today.

AWP Value 
Scenarios

Report It

4

1

3

2
It’s time to stop 
driving projects by 
methods akin to 
‘looking in the rear 
view mirror’.

AWP Value Scenarios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course we need to report the things we are tracking. And Those things that we've tracked, we need to store that information to be able to see what we are doing.
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• Automate smart reports from Contractors in 
advance of weekly progress & status review 
sessions. 

• Oversee Workface Planning results without micro-
managing efforts, including close-out of IWPs.

• Streamline testing & turnover of systems by 
prioritizing installation work in areas based on 
exception.

• Monitor project metrics and leading indicators of 
success, with sufficient time to adjust when 
needed.

• Much more!!!

Report It

4

It’s time to stop 
driving projects by 
methods akin to 
‘looking in the rear 
view mirror’.

AWP Value Scenarios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With reporting in AWP we:Automate smart reports from Contractors in advance of weekly progress & status review sessions. You’re likely going tohave instances when CWP's are static item, ie when a CWP is identified, it is set in time. You wish that it  could be set in stone based on that schedule item. We're hoping we don't have to move those Level 3 schedule items, but below that at an IWP level, it's important to remain completely fluid with it, so we need to track those things and we need to report those things and we need to understand what's happening out there so that we could maneuver within the project’s ecosystem to understand what needs to go where, when.Oversee Workface Planning results without micro-managing efforts, including close-out of IWPs. - Streamline testing & turnover of systems by prioritizing installation work in areas based on exception.Monitor project metrics and leading indicators of success, with sufficient time to adjust when needed. Based on on what are leading indicators are, are we going to be successful? Are we looking towards successfully achieving our goals? Based on what our successful identified outcome is, are we tracking towards that? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright - now it's time for the fourth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number four.Good luck, see you back here soon.



Lesson #5

People - Pillars of Support for AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lesson 5 – People, the Pillars of support for AWPIn this lesson we will explore the human resource considerations necessary to successfully implement AWP
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People - Pillars of Support for AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start it is important to realize that people are the pillars of support for AWP. Without these vital resources, absolutely nothing gets done! AWP requires that new, specialized roles are created to facilitate the development, management and execution of work packages. New roles may also be required to manage the data that facilitates AWP on a project or for an organization.
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People - Pillars of Support for AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the mission critical roles is the WorkFace Planner. This individual sits somewhere between a General Foreman and the Foreman, and facilitates the scheduling, assignment and close-out of Installation Work Packages. One of their primary responsibilities is to ensure packages are constrain- free, and completed prior to be issued to crews for execution.  The general foreman, foremen, Superintendent, and construction manager, all need to be well versed in AWP so that that work face planner in the middle can affect the outcome of the work that those individuals are doing. This Workface Planner works with the individuals arm in arm to ensure that the plan that's being presented and executed is based on what is required by the general foreman through his basic daily planning activitie,s and short range planning, as well as the superintendents. The workface Planners deliverables directly influence those people downstream. 
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People - Pillars of Support for AWP
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Other new roles may include :an AWP Technician, who may support the WorkFace Planner by ensures packages are physically complete or helping to resolve constraints. An AWP Facilitator who may provide training to personell on site or help onboard contractorsA Virtual Construction Model Administrator who is responsible for ensuring the Virtual Construction Model is always up-to-date and available to all parties who need to use it.
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AWP Champion

People - Pillars of Support for AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regardless of the roles created to support AWP within any organization, they must have an AWP Champion – whether that individual officially caries the title, the must carry the responsibility. The AWP Champion is exactly that – the person responsible for championing AWP for the organization. They are the sponsor, the cheerleader, the problem solver amongst other things. Assigning an AWP Champion is one of the first indications that an organization is ready to commit to AWP implementation.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The AWP Champion must understand how AWP processes and tools impact all aspects of a project’s management. They need to be empowered to make decision that change the culture in the business. They need must develop relationships and trust with the heads of all departments responsible for making AWP successful. They are the lightning rod, the spear point, the one synonymous with AWP
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The AWP Champion will be a major contributor in the development of the organization and organizational changes required to execute AWP. There are several ways by which AWP can be supported organizationally. This organization has chosen a robust layer of support with 4 new roles reporting to the AWP Champio,n with a dotted line to the Construction Manager’s Contractor WorkFace Planners.
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In this example, there are fewer support roles, though that means the additional responsibilities not abosorbed by the new roles need to be incorporated into existing roles. Again, these are just examples, and an AWP Champion needs to be very savvy in their development and support of the AWP organization. It is advisable that the AWP Champion be a senior member of the implementing organization, with many years of experience executing projects for the organization.
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People - Pillars of Support for AWP
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Presentation Notes
The main reason why is that adding people and responsibilities to an organization, in particular the kind of roles required to execute AWP would be considered in-direct labor – in other words, labor is typically viewed as increasing construction costs, is typically met with resistance from Project Managers who make a living by managing costs on a project. Anticipating this resistance, it is of utmost importance that a clear business case be developed to justify the new roles and responsibilities on the project. Think 2 for 10! A 2% increase in indirect costs for a total project savings of 10%. If the Champion can clearly identify and communicate the 10% savings, it is a no brainer to approve the 2% spend on additional resources.
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People - Pillars of Support for AWP
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And lastly, as AWP is incorporated on projects it is vital that individuals know and understand their responsibilities related to AWP. It is highly recommended that a series of Digital Team Playbooks be created and implemented that clearly define the current goals of the AWP program, and how it impacts what an individual contributor does (or doesn’t do) to support AWP for a project. 
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Alright - now it's time for the fifth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number five.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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Lesson 6 – AWP ProcessIn this lesson we will explore AWP Processes and how they align with project execution across 3 major stakeholders: The Owner, EPCs and Construction Contractors
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this slide is a very high level diagram of the engagement, or relationship, between the Owner, their EPC and the Construction Contractor. To make AWP successful, the Owner typically takes responsibility for the AWP Program and support, to ensure all stakeholder are aligned on AWP process and desired outcomes across all project phases. The engineering, procurement and construction stakeholders must align on the Path of Construction early in the project and commit to iterate it as necessary, keeping it up-to-date for the project. The Engineer and Procurement stakeholders drive deliverables to support the Path of Construction in the form of CWPs while actively identifing and removing constraints. CWPs are released per the POC to ensure the Construction Constractor can properly drive IWP scoping and developing for field execution. And, of course, all of this coordination is to enable timely Turnover Package completion so Systems can be Commissioned and the Asset properly Started-Up and handover to Operations. 
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And here is another high level AWP Process view that punctuates requirements for successful implementations. Press pause and take a few minutes to review it. This type of diagram is very useful for Role Based Playbooks. Further diagrams would be created to articulate a specific team member’s AWP responsibilities. These are powerful tools to help a team adopt AWP, and understand the changes expected on a project to support AWP and what an individual needs to do in their role to ensure AWP is effective. 
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Diving a little deeper still, take a moment to review this diagram which is an overlay of AWP process activities by Project Phase and Stakeholder Functional responsibilities. This representation is generic and must be tailored to an organization’s or specific project’s functions and defined stages – but it is an accurate representation of high-level AWP requirements for project execution. An AWP Champion and support team should be intimately familiar with these work processes by project phase and know how they integrated for the project execution: what tools are being implemented, who from personnel has responsibilities, and AWP Deliverables to support the AWP Project Plan. The good news is no-one has to start from a blank page! This diagram is a great place to start overlaying AWP on the project plan. Another useful tool are “Touch Points” – these are used to integrate AWP into an existing process using visual call outs ,or Touch Points, to show where specifically in the existing process AWP has an impact to existing procedures. You are looking an example of a complex swim-lane diagram that covers all major activities for a project execution. This type of diagram exists at most organizations executing large capital projects. We recommend using touch points to overlay an existing process – instead of rewriting what has already been established and in use by project teams. By showing, graphically, just how much and just how little is actually impacted by new AWP methodologies, you can help a team feel more at ease with their new responsibilities. The more a person understands the more you can get their buy-in, and the better your chances for positive change and results.
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Alright - now it's time for the sixth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number six.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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Lesson 7 – Technology – App Integragtion for ConstructionIt's nearly impossible to execute AWP on a project efficiently without using some form of technology.  Lots of tried, some have done it effectively with very low levels of technology. But it is proven that more technology used, the less input you're going to require from the personnel to actively creative efficient documents, drawings and plans for your AWP Although it is not necessarily the case of the more technology, there is off course a point of diminishing returns, but you need technology to assist your planning environment, in order to make it effective. 
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Technology - Applications Integration for AWP
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Let’s look at the various groups we need to integrate our information with:SchedulingCost ControlsMaterials ManagementQA/QC TurnoverEquipment and ToolsPersonnelDocument ManagementEngineeringThe groups all need to get together,  and there needs to be an interaction, for the sake of AWP, of what the deliverable needs to be between them. 
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We will learn more about Digital Threads in another lesson, but a Digital Thread is the information transfer between disparaged, or different ,systems.  The threads are the connect point between the groups, and the different types of technology. How they work together produces that the data used for multiple systems in an AWP automation.
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Examples of some of the information that needs to move between applications: schedule and estimate. 3D Smart designs, a lot of systems in the industry today when it comes to AWP implementation based themselves heavily on the availability of 3D models, so be careful.On your tool of selection and when you need that particular tool, that you've got the 3D model, or will have a sufficient 3D model to utilize the tool application. Integrations here are extremely important. Materials management. Being able to bring in material requirements is paramount when we start talking about constraint management, materials are one of the largest constraints. You have to have a strong tiebetween AWP and material management. We need effective document management to support AWP or you won't be able to build IWP packages. Systems completions: this goes right back to that first lesson. With that, we're talking about where we need to start with the end in mind. So we need to have a clear line of discussion and information transfer with systems completion systems.
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Now we’ll look at a few different types of systems and the information that's required for them. We're not going to say anything to any specific technology here, but what we're going to say is these are shopping list items. If you are looking for technology to assist your AWP implementation, here's a checklist. This is an important checklist on things that your system of choice needs to be able to execute to make for an effective AWP implementation of technology.Loading engineering data, or importing 3D and 2D drawings and color coded by status. That's a typical technology requirement. Work packaging of course will be able to create, edit and build work packages.If we start talking about technology you need to be able to do that, not just tracking, not just identifying them as a nomenclature, but actually assembling and managing the drawings within that package and creating an output that can physically be transmitted to someone, either digitally or printed and handed to the craft in the field.There are a lot of systems out there right now that do a great job of tracking nomenclature, tracking engineering data, building basic work packages. But when it comes to publishing out to the field, or publishing a finished work package,  They don't actually do it.It’s important to ask those questions when you're selecting a tool, do you actually publish a complete work package? To me, that's extremely important. Some of the systems out there don't do that very well and can leave you very wanting and having to do everything in PowerPoint. Constraint management you need to be able to track constraint management in your system of choice, as well as Identify and log those constraints. It's extremely important that once you build those packages, you know what constraints are, those that would prevent you from being able to execute that workpackage in the time frame it's set to be. It's not a constraint if the IWP has materials that are supposed to be delivered a week before execution, as that's not a constraint that fits into the schedule timing, so it would be OK, for that time.Now if the warehouse required two weeks to shake out any received materials, now we've got a constraint that the materials need a little bit longer, and will not be able to be delivered to the workspace in the time that we required them to.So that is a constraint that we will need to track, and we may need to get involved with expediting, and so on and so forth. Constraint management is key.  Without constraint management, all you have is basic work packaging. You don't have advanced work packaging or workface planning.Integrating materials, that's one of our main constraints. If we don't have materials, we don't have anything to build on.We need to ensure that material management is integrated into our workface planning and advanced work packaging systems.Integration of the schedule. We are talking about planning here. We're talking about executing IWPS and CWPS in a timely fashion. We need to integrate into the project schedule, linking work packs with the activities interface to be able to bring in that Level 3 schedule, and identify, based on those path of construction sessions, what needs to be done.integrational labor hours. We need to know estimates for how long things are going to take. field user access. We need to know how we’re going to be bringing information out to the field. Are the craftspeople in the field going to be able to execute through a tablet? Is it accessed via printed matter? Is it on mobile devices? What does field access for information look like on your project?Integrate Systems Completions We need toiIncorporate Turnover Packages (TOPs) scope and status, as well as test  & inspection data.Obviously we need to know when things are due and handle revision management. If we fail to identify within our AWP systems, which revision is the most current, there is potential for a lot of rework and problems in the field, stemming from executing against the wrong revisions. The only constant in construction is change, so when we start looking at what could have changed, we need to ensure that before items go out to the field, we've got strong revision management in place. As you move forward into the field, you may find yourself involved with an organization that is selecting software for the purposes of AWP. Bring this list out, it will help you make that selection. 
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this is a typical project ecosystem. The integration of all the different systems together is required to ensure an efficient data rich environment. The transfer of information through digital threads between these different systems, needsto come together in the middle. This needs to be mapped early and systems put in place to handle each of the data and data transfer requirementsAWP requires a level of technology and technology integration in order to be efficient. You would need a cost prohibitive army to handle all the data and data transfers shown above if you don’t have integrated systems to efficiently maintain project information for all users.
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It’s now time for the seventh quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number seven.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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Lesson 8: Alignment Across Phases and Stakeholders
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In AWP, we need to align the multiple different groups that will be influential into a project environment, and we not only need to align them into groups, but we need to align them into the project ecosystem effectively, and in the proper time period. Let’s look at these from a high level:InstallationCompletions
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Engineering:In the early engineering phases, the information is controlled and governed by disciplines and connectivity and process systems..So what does this have to do with AWP?We need to be in involved with that from an AWP point of view to ensure we understand how things are being engineered, and we understand how the engineering is going to be released, so CWPS can be created in a timely fashion and we can start to build a functional schedule off of that release pattern. The earlier we have that information, the better, more efficiently we can build our packages.
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ProcurementWork is governed by vendor’s Item availability and price, considerations of which gets into procurement. When start talking about things like long lead items, we need to ensure at this phase and this particular section that the vendors are actually in line, confirming availability and committing to prices.These vendors are required to give us strong estimates as to when these items will actually deliver. So often we allow our vendors to supply when ready. Unfortunately, if vendors don’t supply information in a timely fashion, it can lead to massive delays for the project.It’s important to work with vendors and ensure they are governed by the schedule and release date,s and release requirements that are outlined in the basic AWP plan. 
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FabricationNow we’ll look at how AWP works with fabrication.A fabricator will do production runs based on tooling sizes, spool sizes, pipe size, and similar considerations. And the timing of fabrication matters for our work packages.Is fabrication of vessels and dependent nozzles happening at similar times? Or they may be doing all of the upright, steel first, creating a detailing they're doing all the coxswain welding all the upright steel, and then they go into the vertical or into the horizontals. Then they go into the bracing and fish plating those types of builds.  This may be how the fabricator will operate.  A fabricator won't start at the beginning of one side of the project and finish at the other side of the project, so you need to be working and having alignment with those stakeholders to identify what your priorities are, so that you can come to an agreement in the middle.In order to achieve the fabrication goals by a certain time period and so they can work as efficiently as possible.they're going to want to do major production runs based on size and tooling.You will need to come to a middle ground on when you're going to receive things. Sometimes it's as simple as ensuring that the fabricator doesn't start with all the all the smallbore piping, because the first thing that you're going to be doing on site is placing all the large bore. It's amazing how many sites have lay down yards full of thousands of spools of piping, and yet can't install a single spool, because they don't have alignment with the fabricator. They need to align with them to ensure that materials are being fabricated according to the way they need it released, and that they're shipping it according to the way they need it released. So just because the fabricator wants to build it in a certain manner doesn't mean you should change the way they want to actually execute. 
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Now let’s look at how installation and AWP alignWe are now getting into trade congestion on site. We're getting into no go envelopes, those types of organizations, where when we start discussing who's executing what, in what physical location on site. We have alignment to show that we can have somebody working in this position at this location of that particular site. Too often what will happen is scheduling will be released, and it will have a crew working on a foundation below a crew that's welding up several spools, and they're dropping slag on the on the crew below.That is an obvious safety risk, it is.Items that you have to plan must include identifying the alignment of where people are going to be during installation, so that you don't overcrowd certain areas. That is a very key item that a workspace planner needs to ensure they're doing those crew density studies is what we call them, the study of of who is where, when.And when can we actually get production going in certain places? Installation alignment is as important a consideration as the rest.
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Completions ensuring that our work is governed by when we need stuff. It's great if we're saying, well, we're executing and we're doing perfect work. Everything is getting out there. We've got no rework. but if you're building stuff that isn't needed for three years, that's not very effective. In fact, it can be worse than than lack of productivity, because what can happen is whenyou've got items built out of sequence, say you get vessels mounted into a unit way ahead of time. You now have a situation where you've got to start putting a plan together for preservation of the mechanical items in that area that were installed too soon.Having to deal with preservation in place on site is a very difficult thing.That's just one example of making sure that you're aligned with completions, and when you're scheduled to turn things over to the client.If you're building things years in advance to when they actually requested it, it will cause problems,  bottlenecks, and inefficiencie in your scheduling and construction. 
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This flowchart is another view into the alignment to those stakeholders, who they're interacting with, and how they interact with each other, as well as the work face management. 
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Technology, people, and process are the three AWP pillars of AWP, within the university, we add another pillar {CLICK}, culture, which is fundamental in bringing all of the others together. When we start talking about alignment across phases and stakeholders, we’re not just talking about the groups of people, we're talking about technology also, making sure you’re aligned with it and that you're getting what you need from it. The people understand what is required of them and others to complete the efficient ecosystem and you've got the process in place to ensure that you're working on the right things when you should be
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Alright - now it's time for the final quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number nine.Once complete you are ready to complete the Module exam for AWP 101Good luck, Feel free to review before moving to the module exam.Thank you for your time, and interest in learning about AWP.
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